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CENCOM does performance measurements to evaluate our overall performance and effectiveness. 



300,393 303,922 308,058 306,353309,641 292,539289,866

273 TEXT TO 911  •
41 Emergencies, unable to call due to safety, hearing and/or speech 
impairment•
103 Emergencies but should have called 911 •
91 Accidental, prank, and or automated texts•
38 Unknown. 
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Beginning with Total calls processed on the dispatch floor:For 2015 -  the dispatch floor handled 306,353 total calls, a .55% decrease from 2014.The largest chunk being 911 calls with 180,824.   This is a 1.09% increase over 2014 (about 1900 calls.)  	Of that 180,824, 37% were landline and 63% were wireless.The rest of the 306,000 is broken down between 10 digit emergency lines, non emergency calls, and out-going calls. 14631 were 10-digit emergency, 8.5% over 2014. 50883  non emergency , a 3.03% decrease from 2014, roughly 1546 calls. 60015  outgoing, a decrease of 5.62% in this category or about 3372 calls. In addition the floor processed 273 text events since our go live in February 2015.15% of these were Texts with emergencies and the caller was unable to call (due to safety, hearing and/or speech impairment)38% were Texts with emergencies but the caller should have called 911. 33% were Accidental, Prank, or Automated texts13% were classified as Unknown because they ended abruptly or they were never asked if they could have called 911 instead.  



This is sample text, and should be replaced with actual content. This is sample 
text, and should be replaced with actual content. 

CALL ANSWERING PERFORMANCE
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FOR CALL ANSWERING PERFORMANCEFirst we look at NFPA1221 which says - 95% of all 911 calls are answered within 15 seconds. We exceeded this standard with 98.66%.      We also look at CENCOM’s internal goal of 10 seconds 90% of the time which we also exceeded in 2015 with 94.56% . Both of these show a decrease from recent years which is not surprising given the amount of new call receivers we have had and continue to have in training.  We remain above standard and expect to see either a flat percentage for 2016 or a slight increase, with larger increases in 2017 after training is completed and the 3 approved FTE’s from the 2016 budget are on board.  



Percentage of Abandoned Calls: 
2013 = 3.59%
2014 = 4.01%
2015 = 3.95% 

Calls on Hold over 30 Seconds: 
2013 = 2.28%  
2014 = 2.85% 
2015 = 3.28%

CALL ANSWERING PERFORMANCE
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As for the Percentage of calls abandoned, those that hung up before a call receiver answered the call, our percentage for 2015 was 3.95% down slightly from 2014’s 4.01%. Percentage of calls on hold over 30 seconds went from 2.85% in 2014 to now 3.28% in 2015.   We use these measurements as indicators when looking at the balance of workload and employee ratio.   For the 2016 budget we asked for the approval of 3 additional FTE’s.  These positions were approved beginning in September 2016.  Indicators then and now continue to point that this was a necessary step.



DISPATCHED EVENT HISTORY 1993 
to 2015

2015:    205,873 LE;     35,486 Fire/EMS;    2,504 other;
243,863 Total

2014:    214,200 LE;     32,731 Fire/EMS;    3,692 other;                          250,623 Total.
2013:    209,424 LE;     29,914 Fire/EMS;    2,231 other;                     241,570 Total.
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Looking at dispatched events We dispatched 243, 863 events in 2015,  about a 2.7% decrease from 2014    (250,623.)Law enforcement 205,873,    about a 4% decease.     (this is 8327 events less than 2014’s 214,200) Fire/EMS 35,486, about a 7.7% increase.   (up from 32,731 in 2014)Other 2,504 other, about a 32% decrease for these events from 2014.  (down from 3692 in 2014,)         



Priority 1 Law Enforcement 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Average Dispatch 
time for Priority 1 
law enforcement 

calls. 

Goal: dispatch 
within 30 

seconds of 
appearance in 

system

28.10 32 28.14 27 22.7 27.7
23.57 

Seconds
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Looking at our processing times for priority 1 law enforcement events,  The goal in to dispatch these events within 30 seconds of their appearance in the CAD system, we have met that goal for 2015 with an average of 23.57 seconds.  



This is measured using the simple format below:  
• 80 percent of emergency alarm processing shall 

be completed within 60 seconds 
and 

• 95 percent of alarm processing shall be 
completed within 106 seconds 

except for 
o Calls requiring emergency medical dispatch 

questioning and pre-arrival medical instructions
o Calls requiring language translation
o Calls requiring the use of a TTY/TDD device or 

audio/video relay services
o Calls of criminal activity that require 

information vital to emergency responder safety 
prior to dispatching units

o Hazardous material incidents
o Technical rescue events 
Which shall be completed within 90 seconds 90 

percent of the time and within 120 seconds 99 
percent of the time. 

NFPA 1221 - Fire/EMS 
Call Processing Times

Fire Dispatching
2013 2014 2015

80% within 60 
seconds 69.50% 66.00% 70.17%

95% within 106 
seconds 91.91% 88.66% 94.25%
90% within 90 
seconds 91.50% 91.66% 93.33%

99% within 120 
seconds 97.00% 97.25% 97.91%
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Now looking call processing times for fire/ems events,This goal is measured using a relatively complex set of guidelines adopted by NFPA that began in 2014.  We re-ran our 2013 numbers  using these guidelines for comparison purposes.  We have been successful each year in meeting 90% of calls dispatched with 90 seconds.  For 2015, we also came very close to the other goal points.  We did not decrease at any goal mark.  



NFPA 2016 A.7.4.3 Alarms should be retransmitted to 
emergency response personnel as soon as the 
location and general nature of the emergency 

have been ascertained by the telecommunicator. 
However, for some alarms involving criminal 
activity, the safety of emergency response 

personnel could require the telecommunicator to 
ascertain additional information from the caller, 

such as a description(s) of the suspect(s), a 
description(s) of the vehicle(s), the direction of 
travel, and the weapon(s) involved, which could 
make compliance with the 60-second time limit 

impractical. 

NFPA 1221   Figured 7.4.1a   Alarm Time Line Where Primary PSAP is Communications Center.

Emergency     Alarm        Alarm Alarm Location          Call for Service/     Dispatch       ERUs
Event             Initiated   Sounds       Answered      Verification       Call Create            Starts         Respond

at CC
[——Detection—[—-Transmission—-[—Answered——-[—-Verification———-[-Alarm Processing——-[——————[—>

[——Time varies—[—not specified—-[-95% < 15 sec -[————90% < 64 sec  —————————-[-IAW—————-[—->
99% < 40 sec             95% < 106 sec                           SOP/SOG     

Alarm processing begins when the emergency call for service is created and ends at the beginning of 
ERF/ERU notification. 
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Rather than spend too much time on the old goal, I will briefly explain the new NFPA language for 2016.   After many years of discussion, NFPA has agreed that there are factors that make meeting the 60-second guideline impractical.   However, their solution makes reporting rather meaningless for CENCOM. Their solution was to change how alarm processing is calculated.  Previously it was calculated from the time the call appeared in our system to the time of dispatch.  The goal was 60 seconds for ems and fire events 90% of the time.    Now call processing is calculated from the time the call receiver enters the call into the CAD system until it is dispatched. The goal is 64 seconds.   I say this is meaningless as a performance measure because it is a RARE occasion that our dispatchers need 10 seconds let alone 64 seconds to dispatch a fire/ems event.  Monthly reports will consistently show a 100% at meeting this goal.   While this meets an NFPA goal it does little to show our actual performance.   Currently we are continuing to pull our performance measurements using the old NFPA guidelines while we work to determine a more reasonable measurement. Chart Key:�Alarm sounds are audible or visual annunciation, or both CC: Communications center�TC: Telecommunicator�IAW: In accordance with Alarm processing begins when the emergency call for service is created and ends at the beginning of ERF/ERU notification FIGURE A.7.4.1(a) Alarm Time Line Where Primary PSAP Is Communications Center. 



Average Tenure:   9.1 Years 

Retention Rates:
Non-Probationary 88%. 

Probationary: 67%

OUR EMPLOYEES 

Hours of overtime worked: 
11,271 hours 

Average sick leave per employee:
38.82 hours 9
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Average  tenure is now 9.1 years down from 9.5 in 2014.  Retention Rates:Non-Probationary  88% down from 98% in 2014   This was effected a great deal by the retirement of 2 long time employees in 2015.  Probationary: 67% up from 57% in 2014Overtime hours worked increased from 10,446 in 2014 to 11,271 in 2015.  This is due primarily to the vacant dispatch positions we have been diligently working to fill as well as the on-going training of newly hired employees. The average amount of pre-planned overtime per month is 21 hours per employee.  The amount of unplanned hours varies, but on average every employee was allotted an additional 10 hours per month.  Employees are allowed to give away their overtime to other employees.  It ends up that some work far more than others.    We are watching overtime monthly, we are about 12% higher than 2015 at this point, which is not unexpected.  We expect to begin seeing relief as our November 2015 employees are trained at law enforcement, mid summer.  In 2015 we had 15  full time employees leave CENCOM. 7 of them were Probationary and 8 were not.   Of the 7 on probation, 4 resigned during training, 1 was terminated due to not meeting training standards, 1 resigned for a position in her line of study and the last was terminated outside of training. Of the non-probationary, 2 retired, 2 moved out of state, 1 went back to school, 1 finished school and started working as a dental hygienist, and 1 had a baby.  2 of these employees did stay on extra help.   The last employee was terminated.  (49 floor employees - 10 call receiver only trainer 3 call receiver/dispatch in trial program, 7 in training, 3 supervisor, 5 assistant supervisors, 21 dispatchers.) Average sick leave per employee:	38.82 up from 34.28 hours in 2014.Our current staffing situation at CENCOM is looking up.   We hired 8 employees in November 2015.  They had completed the classroom training.  One recently resigned to take a management position however has asked to stay on extra help.   All but one of the others are signed off call receivers working on their own.  The one is in his last week and then he will be on his own.    We hired another 7 employees in February 2016.  They just completed our classroom portion of training and began one on one floor training last week.   We hired two tech employees to fill two vacant positions. They are both working out well.  We hired our extra help part time human resources manager who is also quite helpful to have on board.    We are knee deep in planning out September 2016 hire to fill the 2016 budget approved 3 FTE plus the currently vacant 4 telecommunication spots.    We have new advertising prepared for the Bremerton Theater, Coffee News, a Reader Board off of Warren Ave, as well as attending 4 job fairs focusing on military, colleges, and shipyard,2014 Hours of overtime worked: 10,446 hours Average Tenure:   9.6 Years  ************************************************The number of overtime hours worked in 2014 was 10.446, a slight increase from 2013’s total of 10,379.    Overtime consisted of last minute overtime created by unexpected shortages on the dispatch floor such as from illnesses, etc.   We also have what we call “fair share” which is an 8 week schedule cycle when employees bid for overtime by a rotating order.  Average fair share per employee in 2014 was 14.5 hours for dispatchers and 13 hours for PCRs    This overtime is distribute to employees both voluntarily as well as by mandate as we have minimum staffing we must meet to provide for radio and 911 coverage.    Employees may give away their overtime to other willing employees.  We also have “refusals” in which an employee may actually refusal mandated time.   We are one of few centers that has that option.     Some employees choose to work more overtime, some choose less.  All employees understand that overtime is a part of the job. Average Tenure for CENCOM employees is 9.6 years.  Our most tenured employee has been employed with us over 27 years and our newest were hired in January 2015.  Average sick leave per employee went down slightly from 35.25 in 2013 to 34.28 hours in 2014.   For retention rates, our non-probationary rates remain high with 98% retention.  For probation, our rate for 2014 was 57%.  Of the 9 we lost on probation, 2 relocated out of state, 1 resigned due to medical issues, 1 resigned to take a position in her field of study, 1 was terminated for cause and 4 were terminated for because they could not successfully complete the training.   



1539 inquiries in 2013 
135 of those were external inquiries

15 of those were KUDOS
108 of those 135 were founded; 12 unfounded

Of the total events processed on the dispatch floor
.018% resulted in a founded inquiry  

2 Internal Investigations 

983 inquires in 2014 
50 of those were external inquiries 

4 of those were KUDOS 
24 of those 50 were founded; 22 unfounded

Of the total events processed on the dispatch floor 
.007% resulted in a founded inquiry

1 Internal Investigation

922 inquires in 2015 
108 of those were external inquiries 
12 of those were KUDOS/Applause

84 of those 108 were founded; 12 unfounded 
Of the total events processed of the dispatch floor (306,353) 

.027% resulted in a founded inquiry
3 Internal Investigation

INQUIRY REVIEW
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Looking at inquiries for the year…      External Inquiries are REVIEWS of concerns we receive from any of our customers – citizens, member agencies, external agencies we interact with, etc. We looked at the percentage of incidents that generated a “founded” external inquiry to review this performance standard.  There were 84 incidents that generated a “founded” external inquiry. That is 84 founded inquiries from the 306,353 total calls handled by the dispatch center.    That is a .027 percentage rate for founded inquiries.  We had 3 internal investigations in 2015, all unfounded. 



97

Total # of Requests 
2015:  658
2014:  603 
2013:  512
2012:  540 
2011:  460
2010:  419 

97% Completed within three days
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Looking at Public Disclosure Requests, There were 658 total requests in 2015, an increase of 8.36% over 2014. Prosecutor 		98Law enforcement		103Fire agencies		53Private attorney		235Citizen			16997% completed with 3 days   



SYSTEM RELIABILITY
GOAL:    All systems functional and accurate 99.999% 

CAD:  99.997%
MCT:  99.95%
Radio: 100%

911:   99.998%  

MAP/CAD ADDRESS ACCURACY
100% of MSAG errors were corrected within 30 days

100% of MSAG error corrected within 90 days
100% of New Street names are entered into CAD within 7 days. 

P.01 Grade of Service Compliant 
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Moving into System Reliability Our goal for system reliability is all systems functional and accurate 99.999% of the time.  We met this goal for Radio with no unplanned total system downtime.For CAD we had 15 minutes of downtime on March 5, 2015. On that same day we also had a complete phone outage for 7 minutes. Both of these were due to a power outage related to a generator problem.  In 2015, we had 4 unplanned MCT outages, these occurred on April 11th, August 1, August 4th, and September 15th.  Total downtime for these events was 282 minutes. They were caused by human error, a server issue, and Verizon issues. We have done well in our Technical division, all of our Master Street Addressing Guild addresses have been corrected timely and all new street names have been entered into cad within  7 days.   This is beneficial for dispatchers entering the calls for service, responders finding the locations and the citizens needing the assistance. For P.01,   What is P.01? This is a NENA standard that basically means that no more than 1 in every hundred callers can receive “all circuits are busy” – if they do that means another trunk is needed.  A review of reports for 2015 shows we are service level complaint and not in need of additional trunks at this time.  We did have  4, one hour blocks in which a portion of time during each hour, the lines were overwhelmed outside the P.01 standards.  These hours occurred on such days as the 4th of July when CENCOM went into the 3rd phase of Changing Gears for the first time ever due to call volume. These hour time frames were far outside the normal call volume. CENCOM will continue to monitor line reports for indications of a need for additional lines. 
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2015 has been  a year of progress and accomplishment at CENCOM.  As we continue to grow as an organization we are thankful for our dedicated employees, member agencies and board members who invest so much in what CENCOM is and contribute to our progressive path.   
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